FIELD NAME:

Field names are the individual items contained within each table. Each name references a specific item or label from Banner. Most field names have 2 entries. For example, a student’s major has 2 entries; Major and Major Desc. The first item (Major) refers to the code used in Banner that represents the student's major (Ex. 170). The second item (Major Desc) refers to the Banner description of the code (Ex. Computer Science). There are also several field names that are simply indicators (Ind) of a field or item in Banner. These items typically do not have Desc associated with them and usually display with Y, N, or a null value. It is important to note; the names, labels, and fields in Banner for which the Hyperion field names are associated, are most often NOT the same. For example; in Hyperion, Major refers to what the student is studying. In Banner, this is actually labeled as Field of Study. Additionally, field names among the various tables in Hyperion, which contain matching values, may also be labeled differently. For example Program Level in Student Bu refers to whether or not a student is UG or GD; however in the GPA tables, the field name for UG or GD is Academic Study Value.